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T

he Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) estimates that 20 per cent of global
carbon emissions originate from
deforestation and forest degradation
(Parker et al., 2009). REDD+, or
reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation, is a
proposed mechanism to combat this
phenomenon. As part of REDD+,
developing tropical forest countries
would be financially rewarded by
developed countries for reducing
emissions from deforestation and
forest degradation. In addition, there
would be associated co-benefits
for biodiversity and the livelihoods
of forest-dependent communities.

Deforestation may result from a
variety of causes. Planned land-cover
changes result from zoned infrastructure development and agriculture.
Unplanned changes usually occur in
areas of poor governance, often
manifesting themselves as spontaneous
settlements along roads, near mines
or adjacent to existing settlements.
Areas at risk from both planned and
unplanned deforestation and forest

degradation are eligible for REDD+
payments after emission reductions
have been measured and verified.
Therefore, the amount by which
emissions have been reduced from
a business-as-usual scenario, in
which no REDD+ activities have been
implemented, needs to be estimated.
As such, it is critical that REDD+
project managers:
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 Identify areas at risk
of deforestation and forest
degradation;

3

 Estimate carbon stocks in these
areas currently, in the future
under business-as-usual and
in the future under a REDD+
project scenario;

Spatial models can help map areas
most at risk of deforestation and
quantify carbon value in these areas
(VCS, 2012). Several spatial modelling
tools are available, or have been
proposed, for identifying areas at risk
of deforestation and forest degradation. Other tools help users quantify
and subsequently compare carbon
estimates under current conditions
or future development scenarios.
The purpose of this paper is to
describe and evaluate some of these
tools while providing guidance on
the conditions under which one tool
or approach may be selected over
another.

 Quantify the additionality or
carbon emissions reductions
that could result from successful
REDD+ implementation of
mitigation actions;

4

 Link with the potential
monetary value of
carbon.
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Planned and unplanned deforestation
and forest degradation
Deforestation and forest degradation risk has two components: unplanned
and planned. Unplanned risk is most common in developing countries in areas
where governance and stewardship are not strong. In these cases, risk is usually
correlated with accessibility for people (Geist and Lambin, 2002, Sanderson et al.,
2002, Forrest et al., 2008). Site-specific REDD+ activities can mitigate unplanned
risk and render it latent, but these activities do not eliminate the risk. When the
security provided by REDD+ measures is lost, or when measures are not adequately
enforced, latent risk can materialize again. A good example is the occurrence
of deforestation and forest degradation inside protected areas due, among other
reasons, to poor governance and stewardship capacity (Bray et al., 2008, Pfaff
et al., 2013).
Planned risk for deforestation or forest degradation usually results from
government-led plans on land allocation and land use.
Deforestation and forest degradation risk assessments need to evaluate or
incorporate explanatory variables that are correlated with both planned and
unplanned risks. It is worth noting that mitigations proposed under a REDD+
project will include a land-use plan that needs to be well implemented and
include measures to address unplanned deforestation risk.

© kevin schafer / wwf-canon
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Types of scenarios and the role of spatial models in REDD+
Two types of scenarios are particularly relevant to REDD+
implementation. Future projections assume that historical
rates and patterns of land cover change continue into the future
and that policy and socioeconomic changes do not occur in
the interim to affect the general progression of historical trends.
Intervention scenarios assume that some type of intervention
occurs that might affect rates or patterns. Interventions can
include REDD+ projects, new land-use zones, or changes in
policy, cultural practices or economic values (McKenzie et al.,
2012). Analysis of both future projections and intervention
scenarios allows for REDD+ country managers to assess the
potential emissions reductions of alternative interventions.
Scenario development requires teams to develop storylines,
gather and prepare data, and implement models. Models can
help reveal connections between drivers of deforestation and
the actual deforestation process. They can be used to automate
analyses that have thousands of individual steps while reducing
error and improving efficiency. Ultimately, models make it
possible to run and compare multiple land use scenarios.
Automation is particularly important because running a single
scenario almost always requires multiple iterations to properly
calibrate the model to local conditions and data sets. Models
also make it possible to rerun scenarios based on context
changes (new infrastructure, policies, etc.), thereby enabling
adaptive management to such changes.

Two types of models used to represent scenarios include statistical
(or correlative) and heuristic (or expert-based) models. Statistical
models quantify correlations between historical deforestation
and local drivers, which are often expressed spatially (e.g. access
routes and land use zones). Statistical models are well suited for
creating future projections under conditions of little to no change.
They can, however, be modified to represent intervention
scenarios in which proximate drivers (e.g. new infrastructure,
land use zones) are introduced but where ultimate drivers
(e.g. central government policy, value of extracted resources or
socioeconomic conditions) remain constant. Proximate, or local,
drivers of change are typically represented through the use of
spatial data. Statistical models are not as effective at representing extreme shifts in deforestation patterns from historical trends,
such as going from a historically patchy pattern associated with
subsistence agriculture to a fishbone pattern consistent with
new roads and the spontaneous development of agriculture.
They are also not effective at representing major changes in
governance that would affect the transition away from a system
in which unplanned deforestation occurs at a considerable rate.
Heuristic models, on the other hand, are based on expert
opinion of the relationship between driving variables of deforestation and resulting patterns. They are well suited for involving
stakeholders who wish to examine the long-term effects of
near-term policy decisions. They can also be adapted to
data-poor environments. Heuristic models are better suited than
statistical models for representing major transitions in patterns
or drivers of deforestation. An example of a major transition
is from a country in which poor governance fails to control
unplanned deforestation to a system of good governance in
which all deforestation is planned. Most models reviewed here
are not strictly statistical or heuristic but are adaptable to contain
elements of each.
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tools

R

eviewed below are a series of
tools useful for REDD+ project
planning and implementation.
These are classified into two
categories:
n Modelling

areas at risk of
deforestation;

n Estimating

carbon stocks and

emissions.
We conducted a detailed comparative
review of the tools to enable practitioners to more easily select a tool or
approach appropriate for their
situation. Categories of evaluation
include:
n Basic

bibliographic information

of help materials and their
location

n Model

validation options

n Quantifies

change in carbon

emissions
n Considers

additionality

n Considers

leakage

n Considers

project success

n Quantifies

value of carbon saved
as a result of REDD+ mitigations

n Cost

per license

n Best

thing about the tool

n Worst

thing about the tool

for conditions under
which one might consider use

n Guidance

n References

that compare it
with other tools.

n Type

n Description
n Software

package

input requirements (including
layers required and optional,
number of layers, and preparation
required)

We referenced software guidebooks,
case studies and papers from peer
review and grey literature to populate
the comparison tables (Tables 1 and 2).

n Data

n Data

outputs produced and
relevance of outputs

n Correlative

model establishing
relationship between current
land-use and land-cover change
drivers and patterns of change

n Future

model

n Number

of land cover transitions
that can be addressed

n Learning

curve

n Efficiency

of use

n Customizability

pattern model
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of the future

past. For example, MaxEnt is the
interface for a maximum entropy
model, and LCM provides a choice
between at least five statistical models.
The InVEST Scenario Generator,
alternately, is primarily a heuristic
model requiring user assumptions
about patterns of deforestation risk
and likely land cover transitions
(though entering a statistically
derived suitability map is an option).
CLUE is a hybrid model that uses
a combination of statistical and
heuristic approaches.

Modelling areas at risk
of deforestation
We reviewed six tools and approaches
proposed for identifying areas at risk
of deforestation and forest degradation:
Clark Labs’ Land Change Modeler
(LCM) and GEOMOD; Dinámica,
developed at Universidade Federal de
Minas Gerais; WWF’s combination of
MaxEnt and Zonation; University of
Wageningen’s CLUE; and the Natural
Capital Project’s InVEST Scenario
Generator.
The first four of these tools are built
on statistical approaches that seek to
establish the link between relevant
environmental variables and areas
where deforestation occurred in the

In addition to the models covered,
there are a number of additional
statistical approaches that can be
employed manually to identify areas
at high risk of deforestation (e.g.
logistic models) using a standard
statistical package and GIS software.
However, the set of tools and
approaches we evaluate have been
selected because they guide users
through the multiple steps of land
cover change modelling and have
already been tested for this purpose.
Land Change Modeler (LCM)
Land Change Modeler (LCM)
(Eastman, 2007) evaluates the
relationship between drivers of
deforestation (human and biophysical), constraints (e.g. protected areas)
and areas of land cover change
derived from at least two land cover
maps. The tool then projects future
change at user-defined intervals
based on patterns of past change.
Subsequently, using the REDD+
module, the user can quantify the
amount of carbon that might be saved
as a result of a REDD+ project
(additionality) while also considering
the effects of project leakage and
success. Three core mechanisms are

Tools

Figure 1: Hard prediction of deforestation by 2020 in Madre de Dios, Peru, as produced by Land Change Modeler

Source: Alvarez and Riveros, WWF, 2012

available for establishing correlations
between deforestation drivers and
land cover change: weights of
evidence (SimWeight), logistic
regression and neural network
procedures (multilayer perceptron,
or MLP). SimWeight and MLP can
consider more than one land cover
transition at a time, while logistic
regression only considers the transition of one land cover type to another.

Additional models available in
LCM include maximum entropy,
Mahalanobis and multiple regression.
Future scenarios are mapped using
a Markov chain analysis. Built-in
validation options help the user
evaluate the accuracy of the projection. LCM is available as a module
within IDRISI Selva (Clark Labs,
Worcester, MA, USA) and as an
ArcGIS extension (ESRI, Redlands,
CA, USA). Learning LCM requires
some time. Users can read the user
manual and view the tutorial video

but may also require training or
technical support. LCM has been used
to model deforestation in carbon-rich
areas of Indonesia, Bolivia and Peru
(Fuller et al., 2011, Sangermano et al.,
2012, Figure 1). More information
about LCM is available at:
http://bit.ly/11MGnZB
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GEOMOD
GEOMOD uses empirical analysis
to evaluate the probability of change
to land cover (Pontius et al., 2001,
Pontius and Chen, 2006). It can only
consider one land cover transition at
a time (e.g. from forest to agriculture).
GEOMOD works through the input
of one land cover map, a start date
and end date, the amount of each land
cover type expected by the end date,
and a-suitability-for-change map or,
alternately, driver data. GEOMOD can
optionally produce a suitability-forchange map with the driver data using
a weighted sum approach. GEOMOD
identifies areas likely to change with
the input of four optional user-defined
parameters (Pontius and Chen, 2006):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Permanence of the transition
Strata (or regions)
Neighbourhood of change
Suitability.

While GEOMOD quantifies risk of
deforestation, it does not quantify the
amount of carbon or its value in the
at-risk areas. Because GEOMOD is
available as a module in IDRISI Selva,
a user could presumably circumvent
this deficiency by using the land
cover change prediction produced
by GEOMOD as an input to LCM to
quantify and value carbon. GEOMOD
has been tested in Costa Rica and
India (Pontius et al., 2001, Rashmi
and Leli, 2010), among other places.
IDRISI Selva, which includes the
GEOMOD module, is described at:
www.clarklabs.org
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Dinámica
Dinámica is spatial modelling software
(Soares-Filho et al., 2002, Soares-Filho
et al., 2009). Deforestation risk
modelling is accomplished using two
land cover maps and deforestation
driver data. Users can optionally input
a carbon layer to calculate the amount
of carbon lost or saved in a particular
extent. Land cover transition potential
is analyzed using a weights-of-evidence
algorithm. Future scenarios are based
on the transition probability map,
a patcher (which seeds new patches
of deforestation) and an expander
(which expands existing or contracts
previously deforested patches). The
patcher and expander mechanisms
are unique to Dinámica and are based
on a cellular automata algorithm.
The patcher identifies new locations
for deforestation by using transition
probabilities, user-defined inputs
on the sizes and shapes of patches
of change, and the built-in cellular
automata algorithm (Soares-Filho
et al., 2009).
Dinámica allows for a large amount
of customization in spatial patterning
but does not explicitly consider aspects
such as additionality, leakage, project
success or carbon value. Dinámica is
available free as a standalone software
program; however, a barrier to use is
the high level of difficulty and large
number of steps necessary to run a
scenario.
Dinámica has been applied extensively
in the Amazon basin (Soares-Filho et
al., 2002, Neptad et al., 2009, Hajek
et al., 2011, González et al., 2011),
West Kalimantan (Carlson et al., 2012)
and southern Mexico (Perez-Vega et
al., 2012) and is being applied in
Madre de Dios province in Peru

(Granados, 2011). Dinámica is
available for download at:
www.csr.ufmg.br/dinamica

MaxEnt and Zonation
The maximum entropy model MaxEnt,
designed and generally used to estimate
probability distributions for species
occurrence (Phillips et al., 2006, Elith
et al., 2011), has been tested as a means
of modelling probability of deforestation (Aguilar-Amuchastegui et al., in
prep). The key inputs are point locations
of confirmed past deforestation events
(wall-to-wall deforestation maps are
not required) along with raster layers
of potential drivers of deforestation.
MaxEnt is used to produce a continuous raster indicating the average
likelihood of deforestation as well as
a standard deviation of that estimate.
MaxEnt also estimates the per cent
contribution of each driver or explanatory variable to the probability of
change by jack-knifing each variable
in a series of randomized runs.
Zonation conservation planning
software (Moilanen et al., 2005) can
then be used to create a hard prediction
map of areas likely to be deforested by
a given year under a given deforestation rate. The hard prediction is based
on the continuous probability of
deforestation produced by MaxEnt,
the predicted standard deviation, and
an expected deforestation rate of the
study area. Zonation clusters MaxEnt’s
average deforestation likelihood
output, weighted by the prediction’s
standard deviation, into connected
blocks of similar weight and prediction level. It creates an output that
ranks the remaining forest (or start
land cover) with values ranging from
0 to 1. The 0-to-1 ranked output
allows an analyst to spatially link the
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ranked locations with a given deforestation rate and then map and quantify
potential carbon lost or saved as
deforestation rates change as a result
of a REDD+ activity implementation
(Aguilar-Amuchastegui et al. in prep).

deforestation presence data from one
period. However, the prediction can
be enhanced with the use of a
two-date land cover change map for
extracting points in areas already
deforested.

The fact that Zonation can be used
to incorporate uncertainty into the
prediction and identify clusters of
deforestation enables it to produce a
more reliable and realistic prediction
of deforestation risk than the MaxEnt
product alone. This approach is
relatively simple for those familiar
with Maxent, Zonation and GIS
software and only requires

This approach using MaxEnt and
Zonation is relatively new, initially
described for Madre de Dios, Peru
(Aguilar-Amuchastegui et al., in prep)
and is currently being tested in the
Mai Ndombe district in the Democratic
Republic of Congo, the district of
Kutai Barat in Indonesia, and the
Choco region in Colombia, Ecuador
and Panama. MaxEnt alone has also

been used to build a change-suitability
map for input into GEOMOD in
Southeast Spain (de Pando and de
Giles, 2008) (Box 1). MaxEnt is
available for free download at:
www.cs.princeton.edu/~schapire/
maxent. Zonation is available for
free download at: www.helsinki.fi/
bioscience/consplan/software/
Zonation.

© jennifer ferguson-mitchell / wwf

The fact that Zonation
can be used to incorporate
uncertainty into the
prediction and identify
clusters of deforestation
enables it to produce
a more reliable and
realistic prediction of
deforestation risk than
the MaxEnt product alone.
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Using MaxEnt
and Zonation
software to
identify areas
most at risk of
deforestation
in Madre de
Dios, Peru

Source: Aguilar-Amuchastegui et al., in prep

The landscape in Madre de Dios, Peru
in the heart of the Amazon Basin, is
undergoing rapid change. The paving
of the Interoceanic Highway in 2005
improved accessibility to the region,
and this has led to an influx of settlers
interested in gold mining and agriculture.
From 2000 to 2010, an estimated
80,000 hectares of forest cover were
converted to non-forest land cover,
representing 1.9 per cent of the original
forest area. The Madre de Dios REDD+
Consortium has been working on REDD+
implementation in the region and needs
to identify areas most at risk from
deforestation in order to assess drivers
of deforestation as well as target areas
for mitigation action implementation.
To help, WWF scientists tested the use
of MaxEnt (software traditionally used
for modelling probability of species
occurrence) and Zonation Conservation
Planning software (traditionally used
to prioritize areas for conservation)
to identify areas at highest risk for
deforestation. They created a “soft”
deforestation likelihood prediction
using MaxEnt by inputting deforestation occurrence points; a prepared
accessibility model based on roads,
rivers, slope and land cover; and land
designation. Next, they used Zonation
and the deforestation rate to create
a “hard” prediction of which areas
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Figure 2: Zonation ranking indicates the likelihood of deforestation
in Madre de Dios. These areas occur closer to the road.

Figure 3: Hard prediction of deforestation in Madre de Dios based
on Maxent/Zonation modelling approach

Tools

are likely to change by 2020 if
deforestation rates continue unabated
(Figures 2 and 3).
As expected, more accessible areas
were ranked very likely to change.
Additionally, accessibility ranked higher
than land designation as a change
predictor. The scientists found the
process easy to use and communicate.
It also had relatively good accuracy
for predicting past change, with 93 per
cent of predicted deforestation points
from the early 2000s to the late 2000s
predicted accurately. Scientists were
also able to identify areas most at risk
of leakage if a new protected area
were introduced and land use effects
not mitigated.

CLUE (CLUE, CLUE-s, Dyna-CLUE,
CLUE-Scanner)
CLUE is a land change modelling
software that uses a combination of
expert inputs and empirical data to
produce a probability-of-change map
(Verburg et al., 2002, Verburg and
Overmars, 2009, Verburg, 2010).
CLUE-s allocates human-caused
land cover change, while Dyna-CLUE
adds to this a bottom-up vegetation
dynamic (i.e. successional) model.
User inputs include transition
probability tables, amount of change
expected, elasticity (cost of transition),
constraints (e.g. protected areas),
and probabilities and correlation
coefficients of driver variables.
In addition to CLUE, the user needs
to use statistical software to run a
generalized linear model to find the
relationship between driving variables
and land cover change. A GIS viewer
is necessary to prepare data and
view results.
CLUE has been used to model land
use change in Europe, in several
countries in Southeast Asia and in
Costa Rica (Vedkamp and Fresco,
1996, Verburg et al., 2002, Verburg
and Overmars, 2009, Trisurat et al.,
2010). It has been compared to LCM
in Worcester, Massachusetts, USA,
where authors concluded no additional benefit of the Markov Chain
future model, provided in LCM,
in this landscape (Pontius and
Melanson, 2005). CLUE is available
at: www.ivm.vu.nl/en/Organisation/
departments/spatial-analysis-decisionsupport/Clue

InVEST Scenario Generator
InVEST is a multi-module toolset
software that enables users to quantify,
visualize and compare the delivery of
key ecosystem services under different
scenarios of land, water and marine
uses. A beta version of a new Scenario
Generator module has been developed
that allows a user to create a future
land cover map based on user-defined
assumptions about land conversion,
maps of drivers (elevation, roads, etc.)
and constraints (Olwero, 2013).
The InVEST Scenario Generator is
useful for situations in which only one
land cover map is available from one
point in time, in data-poor regions or
where stakeholder involvement and
their opinions about drivers of land
cover change are highly valued. Indeed,
the social safeguard requirements
under REDD+ emphasize the importance of participatory monitoring,
reporting and verification (MRV) and
planning for REDD+ (UNFCCC, 2011).
Unique to this tool is the “override”
function, which allows users to make
specific changes to a map to denote
local exceptions to general rules about
land cover change in the landscape.
The InVEST Scenario Generator is
the newest of the deforestation risk
approaches evaluated in this paper.
The methodology for the tool was
developed in Tanzania (Swetnam et
al., 2011), and the automated tool
has been tested in the Albertine Rift
region of Central Africa (Kasangaki
et al., 2012, Box 2) and in Southeast
Asia (Olwero, pers. comm.).
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Using the InVEST Scenario Generator and InVEST Carbon
Module tools to map future land cover and carbon
in the Albertine Rift
The Greater Virungas landscape, straddling the border of DRC,
Uganda and Rwanda in the Albertine Rift mountain range, is
one of the most biodiverse and threatened landscapes in Africa.
In addition to protected areas, current and looming future land
uses include small- and large-scale agriculture (including forestry
and biofuels), mineral and oil and gas mining, and dam
construction. Scientists from the Albertine Rift Conservation
Society (ARCOS), WWF and Cambridge University evaluated
the quantities, distribution and value of ecosystem services
provided to local people in the landscape. They also looked
at how this might change by the year 2030 under different
storylines or scenarios. One of the ecosystem services that
they examined was carbon.

to score the relative transition potential of each land cover
resulting from various threats under the three scenarios. Two
iterations of the model were run with different impact scores,
and the better example was selected. To map carbon distribution, the analyst used the land-cover maps and the average
carbon densities per land cover and estimated dollar value
per land-cover type in the InVEST Carbon Module. The result
enabled stakeholders to see which areas of the landscape
would retain or lose the most carbon under different futures.
The findings helped raise awareness of how different political/
economic decisions today affect carbon emissions in the
landscape. The findings can also help prioritize where REDD+
projects might make the biggest difference.

The scientists used the InVEST toolset for the analysis.
Specifically, the InVEST Scenario Generator tool was used
to generate future land-cover maps under the three future
scenarios, and the InVEST Carbon Module was used to map
the distribution of carbon in the baseline year (2008) and in the
future year (2030). In a workshop, stakeholders were asked

Figure 4: Distribution of the change in carbon stocks from the baseline to three future scenarios,
summarized by sub-watershed

Source: Kasangaki et al., 2012, Olwero et al., 2013, Tallis et al., 2013
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The tool currently functions as an
ArcGIS extension, though it will be
available as a standalone software
program to run in Windows as part
of the larger suite of InVEST software
modules. InVEST is available in beta
at: https://wwfcsp.org/natcap/
scenario/ScenarioDistribution.zip,
and will soon be available as part
of the InVEST software suite at:
www.naturalcapitalproject.org/
download.html

Estimating carbon
stocks and emissions
The following tools help users
evaluate carbon stocks or emissions
associated with certain land uses.
Often, these tools can be used in
tandem with a deforestation risk
modelling tool to quantify the amount
of carbon that may be lost or saved
under a given development scenario.
The tools evaluated are: the
Operational Scale Carbon Budget
Model of the Canadian Forest Sector
(CBM-CFS3), the InVEST Carbon
Module, the Agriculture and Land
Use Greenhouse Gas Inventory (ALU),
the USAID-Winrock AFOLU Carbon
Calculator, and Michigan State
University’s (MSU) Carbon Benefits
Project Landscape Carbon MRV
System. These tools are described
in Table 2.

Operational Scale Carbon Budget
Model of the Canadian Forest
Sector
The Operational Scale Carbon Budget
Model of the Canadian Forest Sector
(CBM-CFS3) is a non-spatial tool for
estimating the amount of carbon in a
particular management unit (Kull et
al., 2011). It has a high number of data
requirements ranging from detailed
forest inventory data to specific
disturbance data. Location is not an
attribute; however, forest area and
forest change are required to estimate
the total amount of forest carbon or
change in a given unit. CBM-CFS3 is
used by the Canadian Forest Service
to report Canada’s carbon inventory
to the IPCC each year. It is, however,
adaptable for use in other regions and
has been tested in Russia, Mexico,
Europe, China, Poland and Australia
(S. Kull, pers. comm., Zamolodchikov
et al., 2008). An international user
guide is also in preparation (S. Kull,
pers. comm.). Ground survey requirements for this tool are high, and it
may only be practical over relatively
small, homogeneous or well-known
areas. CBM-CFS3 is available at:
http://cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/pages/93

InVEST Carbon Module
The Carbon Module in InVEST helps
users quantify the amount and value
of carbon in a landscape based on a
land cover map, pre-established land
cover type and carbon density
estimates (above-ground biomass,
below-ground biomass, soil and dead
organic matter), and market value per
Mg carbon (Tallis et al., 2013). The
tool can also be used to calculate the
amount of carbon sequestered or lost,
through changes observed with the
use of a land cover scenario map.
Land cover scenario maps must be
prepared using a different tool such
as the InVEST Scenario Generator,
LCM or GEOMOD. The InVEST
Carbon Module can accommodate
carbon maps prepared outside
InVEST only if the valuation step is
desired. The InVEST Carbon Module
is relatively straightforward to use
and very easy to explain.
Though scalable, InVEST is probably
more appropriate for scoping for
REDD+ project locations than
providing an accurate valuation of
carbon at a project site for payment
schemes. InVEST is available as an
ArcGIS toolbox as well as a standalone
software program that functions
independently of a GIS platform.
InVEST is available at:
www.naturalcapitalproject.org/
download.html
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Carbon Benefits Project Landscape
Carbon MRV System
The Carbon Benefits Project
Landscape Carbon MRV System
(Michigan State University and
UNEP/GEF) is a web-based tool that
guides users through estimating the
amount of carbon biomass in a project
area based on plot area and forest
inventory data. Users can compare
the impact of REDD+ project and
other future land use scenarios to
baseline scenarios. The Landscape
Carbon MRV System is also a content
management system that enables the
upload of documents and data for
sharing with others. It is adaptable
to different levels of forest inventory
data: it has default carbon density
values based on global estimates
(IPCC, 2006). Users can also enter
their own carbon density values by
land cover type at the national scale
to produce Tier II estimates or forest
inventory data from their project site
for Tier III estimates.
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The tool is non-spatial and thus
requires numeric inputs of data on
things such as quantities of fertilizer
used and the relationship between
that and GHG per unit fertilizer. The
tool can help quantify the amount of
emissions that might result from the
implementation of agricultural land
use in addition to forest carbon lost
from felling of trees. The ALU is
available at: www.nrel.colostate.edu/
projects/ALUsoftware

While the tool does not require GIS
expertise to use, a few area values
should be calculated in GIS outside
the tool and entered manually. Like
the other carbon estimation tools,
complex future deforestation scenarios should be run in GIS and converted
to carbon quantities in the carbon
estimation tool. The Landscape
Carbon MRV tool is available at:
cbp.carbon2markets.org/cbp/

Agriculture and Land Use
Greenhouse Gas Inventory
The Agriculture and Land Use
Greenhouse Gas Inventory (ALU)—
created by Colorado State University,
USAID, USDA, US EPA—can be used
to estimate greenhouse gas stocks and
emissions from agriculture and other
land uses. These include biomass
carbon stocks, soil carbon stocks, soil
nitrous oxide emissions, rice methane
emissions, enteric methane emissions,
manure methane and nitrous oxide
emissions, as well as non-CO2
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
from biomass burning.

© jennifer ferguson-mitchell / wwf

The tool has remarkable educational
properties—it provides guidance for
data entry and analysis without being
black-box. The user is required to
understand the reasons for data
entered into the tool and how the
estimate takes place. The tool works
after the user enters or uploads spatial
information on projects and parcels
within a project (over which certain
activities occur) and then plots where
forest inventory data is collected.

To calculate the carbon in a parcel,
the tool averages the carbon density
for each plot in the parcel and
multiplies this value by the parcel
area (GOES, 2013). This makes the
accuracy of the output highly reliant
on the distribution of plots within
parcels. The user must input scenario
data describing new land cover type
and area converted for each parcel
individually, which can be time
consuming and result in data
entry error.

Tools

AFOLU Carbon Calculator
The AFOLU (agriculture, forestry,
and other land use) Carbon Calculator
is a tool that was originally designed
by Winrock International for USAID
project managers to evaluate the
carbon sequestration and avoided
emissions potentials as a result of four
types of projects: forest protection,
forest management, restoration/
plantations and agroforestry. The
tool is now publically available for
estimating carbon and comparing
scenarios.

There are two versions of the tool:
one is web-based, and the other
(currently being updated) is for
download and to run offline. There
are only three required items for
data entry: forest area, management
effectiveness and project location.
Default carbon values are averaged
over an entire administrative unit and
used to approximate the total amount
of carbon in a project. Default carbon
estimates are thus quite coarse and
only meant to provide an approximation of carbon in a particular project.
However, users can input their own
average carbon values for a project

site. Many additional data fields,
ranging from deforestation, harvest
rates, fire incidence and biomass
accumulation rate, can enable the
user to compare scenarios and
trends over time. The AFOLU
Carbon Calculator is available at:
www.afolucarbon.org
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Discussion
Comprehensive Tools
and Tools for Modelling
Deforestation Risk
REDD+ planning and implementation
involves several analytical steps.
These include quantifying carbon
stocks currently in a landscape,
identifying areas at risk of deforestation and degradation, analyzing how
REDD+ activities might affect the
rates of deforestation and carbon loss,
estimating the economic value of
carbon stocks and carbon emissions,
and assessing the best location to
implement REDD+ mitigation actions.
Planning the best location for REDD+
mitigation involves identifying not
only those areas where the most
carbon might be saved but also those
carbon-rich areas that, if protected,
would result in additional benefits
to biodiversity or human well-being.
Once a project site is identified, more
detailed forest inventories to support
precise carbon accounting may be
desired for setting prices and for
monitoring the effectiveness of
mitigation strategies.
Most of the tools that we evaluated
fall under one of three categories: they
help users evaluate risk of deforestation; they help users quantify the
amount of carbon or carbon emissions
in a unit or landscape; or they guide
people through the process of collecting
forest inventory data. Few tools do
more than one of these things. Selecting
a tool that is appropriate for REDD+
mitigation action planning requires
consideration of the precise objectives
(whether for setting spatial priorities
for intervention or for valuing carbon
for payment), data available to the
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project, analyst experience and time
to learn, and project budget. Key
strengths of the reviewed tools are
detailed here.
LCM was the most comprehensive of
all the tools reviewed, guiding a user
through the process of deforestation
modelling to quantifying and valuing
carbon. It helps the user consider the
location of a REDD+ project and
potential leakage and evaluate project
success. It uses these attributes to
estimate the additionality provided
by a REDD+ project—the amount of
carbon potentially saved compared
with a business-as-usual scenario.
LCM offers a number of models for
finding associations between deforestation drivers and past deforestation
(e.g. neural network, logistic regression, simulated weights of evidence,
maximum entropy, Mahalanobis,
multiple regression) and is thus
relatively customizable. LCM is found
in IDRISI Selva, which also includes
GEOMOD. GEOMOD is useful only
if one image date is available. It is
also very easy to use, though it only
models one land transition at a time.
LCM’s MCP scored the highest in
accuracy of future projections among
four tools (Dinámica, GEOMOD,
CLUE and MCP) when multiple land
cover transitions were considered
(Mas et al., 2007). GEOMOD’s
predictions were strongest when a
suitability map produced by MaxEnt
was inputted into the tool, as opposed
to basing predictions on the suitability
map it produced from driver data
entered directly (de Pando and de
Giles, 2008).

While LCM is not trivial to use, it is
relatively efficient compared with the
other tools available. Just the fact that
one can use LCM to conduct an entire
REDD+ analysis from start to finish
is helpful, because the user does not
have to worry about compatibility
between different software programs
or become familiar with more than
one tool. IDRISI Selva, a GIS and
remote sensing package, provides all
the tools required for data preparation
and auxiliary analyses. Alternately,
it comes packaged as an ArcGIS
extension for those accustomed to
working with ArcGIS. While LCM
and GEOMOD are not free, the
comprehensiveness of the software
package and the accompanying
gains in efficiency may make the
investment more cost-effective than
some other options.
The InVEST toolset provides a
package that is almost as comprehensive as the LCM package, though it
functions quite differently. The InVEST
Scenario Generator for modelling
deforestation risk is primarily a
heuristic model (as opposed to the
primarily statistical models of LCM).
It only requires one land cover date
and is recommended for situations in
which a stakeholder-driven map is
desired or in data-poor environments.
The InVEST Carbon Module, in turn,
can be used to quantify carbon stocks,
potential emissions between scenarios
and carbon value. It is relatively easy
to understand and explain, does not
have exorbitant data requirements
and has default values that are useful.
It is spatially explicit and GISplatform independent, if desired, or
functions in ArcGIS for those who
prefer this software. The InVEST
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toolset is free and can be applied on
any land cover map, future land cover
projection or carbon map produced
within or independently of InVEST.
While LCM and InVEST are useful for
setting spatial priorities for REDD+
project intervention, they are not as
useful as some other tools for guiding
a user to collect and manage detailed
forest inventory data. Detailed forest
inventory data is useful for producing
accurate estimates of carbon and
carbon emissions, and these values
become more important when
establishing prices for REDD+
payment schemes. The MSU Carbon
Benefits Project Landscape MRV
System and CBM-CFS3 are better
suited to address this need. These
tools are described in more detail
in Section 4.2.

Dinámica is another of the more
comprehensive tools available and
arguably has the most sophisticated
and customizable spatial pattern
model among the different tools
evaluated (Perez-Vega et al., 2012).
It helps a user go from modelling
deforestation scenarios to quantifying
the amount of carbon in the landscape.
It does not help the user estimate
the value of this carbon, nor does it
consider REDD+ project success or
leakage. One could, however, perform
the valuation step on a Dinámica
output using InVEST, GIS or nonspatial information on carbon value.
Dinámica, with its patcher and
expander, has been reported to model
future scenarios more accurately than
LCM MLP, GEOMOD or CLUE when
only one land cover transition is at
stake (Mas et al., 2007). Dinámica,

however, is very difficult to learn,
and the learning time required may
not be worth unguaranteed gains in
spatial accuracy. LCM, like Dinámica,
offers the weights of evidence model.
The difference between the two is the
future scenario modeller. LCM uses a
Markov chain analysis while Dinámica
uses a patcher and expander.
Dyna-CLUE is unique among the
models in that it includes a successional vegetation model in addition
to the model of the impacts of human
drivers of change, thus representing
landscape dynamics. It requires a
broad skill set, however, and users
must have access to statistical
software such as SPSS or R in addition
to a GIS package for preparing and
viewing data. While there are GIS
programs available for free,
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All tools, whether
primarily heuristic
or statistical, can
accommodate and
benefit from
stakeholder review
and participation.

increasing the number of software
programs necessary for scenario
modelling reduces efficiency. This is
due to learning curves for each model
and time spent importing and exporting data between the different
programs. Dyna-CLUE also requires
expert opinion to produce some of
the input layers.
CLUE and the Maxent/Zonation
approach do not explicitly quantify
carbon or come in packages that do.
However, it is relatively straightforward
to use the outputs of any of these
models with the InVEST Carbon
Module to quantify and value carbon
in a scenario.
The MaxEnt/Zonation approach
is user-friendly when a user has
previous experience with the software
programs. A case study in Madre de
Dios, Peru indicated that it has high
predictive accuracy as well (AguilarAmuchastegui et al., in prep). Gains in
efficiency from the user-friendliness
of MaxEnt, however, are moderated
by the number of software programs
required to produce a complete
analysis iteration.
One might argue that policy action
will evolve more naturally when
modelling is done in a stakeholderinclusive setting than when completed
by a modelling expert in isolation
(McKenzie et al., 2012). It follows that
models that are more heuristic and
require expert input (i.e. InVEST
Scenario Generator and CLUE) are
more likely to be participatory than
those tools that do not require
participation. Heuristic models are
also useful for situations in which the
future policies and management are
likely to diverge drastically from
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historical policies and management,
rendering historic patterns of land
cover change irrelevant for predicting
the future. This is particularly likely
in transitions from poorly to wellgoverned countries. In these cases,
quantitative future projection models
based on statistical relationships
between past land-cover change and
environmental variables (i.e. LCM,
MaxEnt, GEOMOD, Dinámica) are
likely to be less useful. CLUE and
InVEST, however, are nonetheless
limited by the available spatial pattern
modelling options. All tools, whether
primarily heuristic or statistical,
can accommodate and benefit from
stakeholder review and participation.
All the deforestation risk methods
either create or rely on soft-prediction
maps, which are continuous maps
of probability for change, to produce
hard-prediction maps, which are
discrete maps indicating areas most
likely to change based on an expected
deforestation rate or amount. All the
tools can ingest driver data directly
to produce soft-prediction maps as
an intermediate output. GEOMOD
and the InVEST Scenario Generator
explicitly accept soft-prediction maps
as an input, although other tools may
be modified to accommodate soft
predictions as an input to the hard
predictions. It is usually necessary to
input a deforestation rate, expected
future amount of change, or two
historic land-cover maps, to produce
a hard-prediction map.
The number of land cover maps
required is an important consideration when selecting a deforestation
risk modelling approach. All tools
reviewed require at least one land
cover map, along with rates of
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historical deforestation. Having a
second land cover map enables the
user to produce improved estimates of
future change, because the estimates
can be based on past patterns and
amounts of change in a set time
period specific to the study area.
Having a third time stamp can help
improve the future estimate (in the
case of LCM) and/or enable validation
of the spatial accuracy of the model.
LCM and Dinámica require two land
cover maps in order to map future
change, while MaxEnt/Zonation,
GEOMOD, CLUE and the InVEST
Scenario Generator require only one
land cover map.
All tools were assessed for their
user-friendliness and efficiency. These
are particularly important considerations, because the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) requires that
alternative, realistic land use scenarios be examined to estimate the
additionality in carbon saved provided by a particular REDD+ project
over baseline (or business-as-usual
scenarios). Multiple scenarios provide
an indication of the range of outcomes
while helping account for uncertainty
(UNFCCC/CCNUCC, 2007). Even
without the requirement of multiple
scenarios, modelling is an iterative
process, usually requiring rerunning
of models until a realistic outcome is
achieved. To enable the mapping of
multiple scenarios, modelling tools
must be user-friendly and efficient
to run with subtle changes to input
layers or assumptions. As such,
GEOMOD, LCM, the InVEST Scenario
Generator and MaxEnt rank among
the more user-friendly tools, with
GEOMOD potentially leading on this.
CLUE and Dinámica are much more

difficult to use. Efficiency is a function
of user-friendliness and the number
of tools required to complete the
analysis. LCM and GEOMOD in
IDRISI Selva are probably most
efficient for accomplishing a comprehensive REDD+ project analysis.

Tools for estimating
carbon stocks and
emissions
Carbon estimation tools can be used
alongside deforestation likelihood
modelling tools to quantify the
amount of carbon that might be lost
or saved under a given scenario. Like
deforestation modelling tools, carbon
estimation tools come with a range
of data input requirements and
complexity.

Each of the tools we
reviewed helps users
estimate the quantity
of carbon in assumed
homogeneous units such
as sample plots or land
cover type or strata.
In actuality, these plots
are not homogeneous, and
carbon distribution varies
according to vegetation
type, age and quality
as well as soil type.

Each of the tools we reviewed helps
users estimate the quantity of carbon
in assumed homogeneous units such
as sample plots or land cover type or
strata. In actuality, these plots are not
homogeneous, and carbon distribution varies according to vegetation
type, age and quality as well as soil
type. Alternatively, Baccini et al.
(2012) and Saatchi et al. (2011) used
satellite imagery and ground samples
to produce continuous mapped
distributions of biomass. These maps,
however, are global scale, and the
accuracy of these maps is limited by
data resolution and the spatial
frequency of ground samples.
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CBM-CFS3 was perhaps the most
sophisticated of the carbon stock
estimation tools reviewed. Because
it requires a large amount of forest
inventory data, it also requires a good
investment of time and resources.
To capitalize on its strengths, CBMCFS3 is probably most appropriate
for estimating carbon amounts and
value at the REDD+ project site
level and for monitoring change
in carbon stocks over time.
The Carbon Benefits Project
Landscape Carbon MRV System
is useful in situations where users
require a content management system
for forest inventory data, have little
prior experience quantifying carbon
or do not know how to use GIS.
The tool is scale independent. It is,
however, somewhat limited at
accommodating large or spatially
complex data sets due to format
requirements for input data. This can
lead to inefficiencies in completing
data-intensive projects. It is, however,
the strongest of the tools evaluated
for producing reports.
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The InVEST Carbon Module strikes
a good balance between usability and
data input requirements. It is useful
for estimating carbon stocks, carbon
emissions or carbon value in a
landscape. When used in conjunction
with deforestation modelling tools, it
is most appropriate for locating areas
for local-scale REDD+ interventions
in carbon-rich areas that are at
high risk. It is not as well suited to
producing highly accurate spatial
distributions of carbon due to its
reliance on a land cover map with
discrete boundaries to the different
classes. Estimates can be improved,
however, through the use of highresolution land cover maps and
associated carbon estimates.
The ALU has a unique niche among
tools in that it helps the user quantify
carbon released from different
agricultural and forestry practices.
Specific emissions include rice
methane emissions, enteric methane
emissions, manure methane and
nitrous oxide emissions, as well
as non-CO2 GHG emissions from
biomass burning.
The AFOLU Carbon Calculator
estimates the amount of carbon at a
site using the average carbon density
in an administrative unit. Default
carbon estimates can thus be fairly
rough. Users can produce more
accurate estimates of carbon stocks
by inputting locally accurate estimates
of average carbon density in a project
area. The AFOLU Carbon Calculator
is best suited to creating quick
estimates of carbon stocks and to
comparing the difference between
scenarios and tracking carbon stock
change over time.

Discussion

Considerations when
modelling deforestation
risk under REDD+
Deforestation modelling tools help
users objectively identify and compare
the key drivers of deforestation and
degradation and design appropriate
mitigation actions. This information,
along with locations of high risk of
change, allow policymakers to design
appropriate interventions that can
help reduce the risk of deforestation,
degradation and associated carbon
loss in landscapes.
There are a few considerations that
apply to any deforestation-likelihood
modelling study, regardless of the tool
that is selected. Scenarios are never
likely to play out in the exact manner
in which they are written, and
predictions decrease in accuracy the
further forward into the future they
try to predict (McKenzie et al., 2012).
Models tend to be better at predicting
patterns of change as opposed to the
amount of change that might occur in
a given year. This is because models
tend to assume that the timescale of
change is constant while, in actuality,
change varies over time based on the
political, economic or socioeconomic
conditions that lead to land cover
change (GOFC-GOLD, 2012). In a
2008 study, Pontius et al. concluded
that model performance across nine
different models (CLUE, CLUE-S,
GEOMOD, Logistic Regression, Land
Transformation Model, Land Use
Scanner, SAMBA, Environmental
Explorer and SLEUTH) was generally
disappointing. They did note that
models tend to have higher locational
and quantitative accuracy when the

observed amount of change is high,
perhaps due to larger numbers of
points used to train models. They also
found that models performed better
at coarse spatial resolutions. However,
authors generally reported poor
model performance, with the number
of error pixels exceeding the number
of correctly predicted pixels in all but
one landscape (Pontius et al., 2008).

Options should be available for altering
interventions to be more effective as
new things are learned or the political
or socioeconomic landscape changes.
Thus, monitoring and adaptive
management are critical components
of any successful REDD+ project.

Spatial data is itself a “model” of the
world, replete with error. Unfortunately,
perfect data is never available. As in
the case of Colombia, the scale and
extent of data are also important
considerations for data selection,
and when these are not appropriate,
unrealistic outcomes may be generated
regardless of what model is used
(González et al., 2012). Imperfect data
is not always a reason to not proceed
with a study, but if the data is deemed
sufficient, it is necessary to interpret
results with limitations in mind.
The use of extremely poor data or
wrongly applied models, however,
can generate very misleading models
and maps, and in some cases it may
be better to invest more energy in
data collection before proceeding
with modelling.
While a skilled project team and
investment in time and data development can help reduce the likelihood
of poor outcomes, data limitations can
still be hard to overcome. To address
limitations, modelling projects should
always be considered “ongoing”. After
initial land use scenarios are modelled
and REDD+ project interventions
defined, a system of monitoring and
re-evaluation should be established to
ensure that interventions are effective
at combating deforestation, degradation and carbon loss (VCS, 2012).

Imperfect data is not
always a reason to not
proceed with a study,
but if the data is deemed
sufficient, it is necessary
to interpret results
with limitations in mind.
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http://bit.ly/11MGnZB

Clark Labs and CI

Eastman 2007, Sangermano
et al., 2010; Khoi and
Murayama, 2011

IDRISI Selva Help, tutorial,
user manual (Eastman
2012a, 2012b, available with
software)

Land Change Modeler is a
suite of land-change analysis
tools available in IDRISI or
as an ArcGIS extension
(www.clarklabs.org/products/
land-change-modeler-overview.cfm). It allows a user
to calculate past land-cover
change and transitions, model
potential future change and
calculate potential emissions
saved by a REDD+ project.

Organizations

References

Help materials

Description

Land Change Modeler

Web location

Criteria to evaluate tools

Dinámica is a generic
modelling environment.
Built in “functors” provide
functions available in
commercial GIS, as well
as functions for modelling
spatial simulations, transition
functions, calibration and
validation.

Guidebook, self-guided
exercises and wizard
(Soarhes-Filho et al.
2009, available at:
http://bit.ly/180VhE8)

Soares-Filho et al., 2002

Universidade Federale de
Minas Gerais, Center for
Remote Sensing

http://bit.ly/180UrHj

Dinámica

The version of GEOMOD
currently in IDRISI is
essentially the same model
published under the names
“GEOMOD1” and
“GEOMOD2” (Hall et al.,
1995; Huffaker and Pontius,
2002; Menon et al., 2001).
GEOMOD was developed
to estimate spatial and
temporal patterns of LUCC
for use in the General
Circulation Models (GCMs).
GEOMOD is comprised of
two parts,GEOMOD1 and
GEOMOD2, which helps the
user to understand LUCC by

IDRISI Help and Guidebook
(Pontius et al., 2001; Pontius
and Chen, 2006, available
at: http://bit.ly/147xufV)

Hall et al., 1995

Clark Labs, Clark University,
Worcester, MA, USA

http://bit.ly/11pSEYo

GEOMOD

A soft prediction of
deforestation likelihood is
predicted using MaxENT,
which associates point
locations of historical
deforestation with potential
environmental drivers.
Zonation is then used to
classify deforestation
likelihood into contiguous
zones and produce a hard
prediction. Zonation also
incorporates the soft
prediction, a standard
deviation layer, and
deforestation rate into the
hard prediction.

Zonation has a 300-page
user manual (Moilanen et al.,
2012). MaxENT (Philipps et
al., 2006) has a tutorial that
comes with the software. For
using both together for
deforestation likelihood
modelling, it is recommended
to follow the method outlined
by Aguilar-Amuchastegui et
al., in prep.

Moilanen et al., 2005, 2007;
Philipps et al., 2006;
Aguilar-Amuchastegui et al.,
in prep

Zonation Conservation
Planning Software:
University of Helsinki
(Moilanen et al., 2012)

MaxENT: Princeton
University, Bell Labs, CUNY
(Phillips et al., 2006)

Zonation:
http://bit.ly/12OxPHU

MaxENT:
http://bit.ly/19VDUVM

MaxENT and Zonation
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The CLUE model is a
dynamic, spatially explicit,
land-use and land-cover
change model. There are
several versions, including
CLUE, CLUE-s, Dyna-CLUE,
and CLUE-Scanner. CLUE-S
models how demand affects
land change allocation;
while Dyna-CLUE adds a
‘bottom-up’ vegetation
change model to this. So,
one could model the effects
of deforestation with respect
to drivers and protected
areas, while also accounting
for natural regrowth in

Manual, tutorial, exercises
(Verburg and Overmars,
2009; Verburg, 2010.
available at:
http://bit.ly/11pSQaf)

Verburg and Overmars, 2009

Institute for Environmental
Studies, University of
Amsterdam

http://bit.ly/11pSQaf

CLUE

Creates a future land-cover
map based on a current
land-cover map and
user-defined assumptions
about land conversion,
drivers (elevation, roads,
etc.), and constraints.
‘Override’ function is unique
to the Scenario Modeler
and allows a user to make
specific changes in specific
parts of a map.

Manual (Olwero, 2013,
available with software)

Olwero, 2013

Stanford, WWF, TNC,
University of Minnesota,
TIDES

Soon available at:
http://bit.ly/11PniWH

or request from nasser.
olwero@wwfus.org.

Pre-release beta:
http://bit.ly/11Bpe6i

InVEST Scenario
Generator
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Available as an IDRISI
module or as an ArcGIS
extension.

Land-cover map from at least
two dates (three is best),
deforestation driver layers,
REDD+ project area,
leakage area

Software package

Data input requirements
Two land cover maps,
carbon map, drivers in
categorical form

Standalone modelling
package written in C++ and
Java. Freely available.

The beginning date, the
ending date, a raster layer
of land-cover distribution on
the beginning date for two
land-cover types that must
be denoted by 1 and 2, and
an estimate of the number
of cells in each of the two
categories at the ending
date. Most users also include
either a suitability map that
has already been created or
driver data that GEOMOD
uses to create its own
suitability map. Some users
have a map of the true
landscape at the ending
time, which can be used
for validation (Pontius and
Chen, 2006).

Bundled in IDRISI SELVA
software.

comparing the two opposite
approaches: GEOMOD1
is based on the authors’
hypothesis on how people
use land, whereas
GEOMOD2 is an empirical
numeric analysis that depicts
how people actually use
land. The results of the two
GEOMODs do not always
correspond to each other
over different study areas,
and the predictive accuracy
declines when the number
of land-use classes
increases (Hall et al., 1995;
Pontius et al., 2001).

Historical deforestation
observations as .CSV file,
and raster data of potential
drivers of deforestation. Also,
historical deforestation rates.
Historical deforestation
locations and rates are best
derived from two land-cover
maps from two different
dates. So land-cover maps
are not explicitly required by
the software, but they are
useful to prepare the
required input.

MaxENT and Zonation are
standalone software. A GIS
programme is necessary to
prepare data and view
outputs.

Amount of change expected
for each land-cover class
and for each year of the
simulation; probability of
conversion = elasticity: cost
of conversion + neighbourhood suitability + location
suitability + competitive
advantage; constraints;
transition matrix for natural
vegetation succession
(bottom-up dynamics).
Location suitability estimated
outside CLUE with logit
model or other means that
user prefers.

CLUE is a standalone
programme. A GIS
programme with raster
viewer is necessary to
prepare inputs and view
results. A statistical
programme is necessary to
analyze the relationship
between drivers and
land-cover type.

abandoned agricultural
plots. CLUE relies on both
empirical and user-defined
numeric inputs.

Land-cover map, transition
likelihood: likelihood that
a land-cover type would
be converted to another
land-cover type (can be
defined based on stakeholder
opinion or empirical methods
in GIS); quantity of change
expected; priority ranking of
cover type: cover type that is
most likely to result has the
highest ‘priority’; factor maps
(drivers) (optional): maps of
drivers of change; factors
weights (optional): weights
of drivers on influencing
land conversion; proximity
suitability (optional): cover
types that might have a
higher likelihood of inducing
transition within close
proximity; constraint:
shape that might constrain
conversion; change override
(optional): changes cover
type to a user-defined type

ArcGIS toolbox in beta
format, to be incorporated
into InVEST. Along with the
rest of InVEST, a version of
the tool will be available that
works outside of ArcGIS.
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>=4 driver layers

Does not accept discrete
variables, so you need to
create evidence likelihood
layers, for which there is a
tool in LCM to do this. Layers
must be in IDRISI data
format.

Hard predictive maps:
predictive maps of land cover
in a given year; soft
prediction maps; amount of
land cover that might
change: maps of suitability
for change; validation
statistics, net carbon saved
as a result of REDD+ project,
emissions expressed as
CO2, CH4, NO2; takes
leakage and REDD+ project
area into consideration.

High: can identify areas of
high risk of deforestation and
potential carbon emissions,
considering the effects of
leakage as well.

Multilayer perceptron (MCP,
neural network), logistic
regression, SimWeight
(weights of evidence),
MaxENT (maximum
entropy), multiple regression,
and Mahanalobis. GEOMOD
(empirical frequency) is
located as an additional
IDRISI module.

Data preparation
requirements

Data outputs produced

Relevance of outputs
to answer question

Correlative model
of current relations
between LUCC
and drivers

Land Change Modeler

Number of data inputs
required

Criteria to evaluate tools

Weights of evidence
(Goodacre et al. 1993,
Bonham-Carter 1994)

Moderate: can identify areas
of high risk of deforestation
and potential carbon
emissions. Value of carbon
emissions must be computed
outside Dinámica.

Transition probability map,
depicting most favourable
areas for change.

ASCII grid, geotiff, EV; only
accepts categorical and
raster format data.

>=5 driver layers

Dinámica

Empirical frequency (Kim
2010); weighted average

Moderate-high: looks at
deforestation scenarios, but
does not convert to carbon
or help you to convert this to
REDD+ (unless you use the
REDD+ module, which is
also in IDRISI).

Simulated map of new land
cover at the end date.

Suitability map or driver
maps. Driver maps need to
be in categorical bins. All
must be IDRISI format files.

>=2 drivers or else a
suitability for change map, in
addition to 3 values.

GEOMOD

Maximum entropy/logistic
output

Moderate: carbon accounting
is omitted, but this can be
addressed with alternate
tools or manually.

Soft and hard predictions of
deforestation likelihood.

All grids need to be in ASCII
grid format, and the same
resolution, extent, and
projection. MaxENT can
accept continuous and
discrete variables.

>=4

MaxENT and Zonation
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Requires that logistic
regression or other statistical
correlation be carried out in a
statistical package (R, SPSS,
JMP, etc.). The software
helps to extract observation
data and export the data in
tabular format.

Moderate: can generate a
deforestation risk map and a
map of projected land cover,
but not a carbon map.

Maps of suitability for
change.

Land requirements table;
area restriction raster;
conversion elasticity table
(cost of conversion);
land-use conversion matrix
indicates what land-use
conversions are possible;
driver rasters; generate table
of relationships between
drivers and land-cover types
(in CLUE) and import into
statistical package; then
prepare table based on
output of statistical package
for generating a probability
map in CLUE

>=5

CLUE

User-defined ranking

Moderate: carbon map could
be produced with InVEST
carbon module.

Map of future land cover;
map of suitability for change.

Raster land-cover map
(discrete); Maps of drivers
(continuous or discrete);
Tabular data on transitions,
factors, etc.; shapefiles on
factors.

4 required + 4 optional

InVEST Scenario
Generator

Assessing Risks to Forest Cover and Carbon Stocks

Cellular automata/Markov
chain

Depends on modelling
method. MCP & SimWeight
model multiple transitions,
while logistic regression and
MaxENT model one
transition only.

Can display maps and charts
within IDRISI.

Moderate: user should be
comfortable with GIS
software and data. Users
should also up to speed with
IDRISI LCM (e.g. user
manual, exercises, and
videos). Course may be
worthwhile. Beneficially,
there is only one software
tool to learn to complete an
entire REDD+ scoping
analysis.

LCM is fairly efficient, once
a user is up to speed and the
project is set up. It is rather
complex, so start up time
is high. However, it is
subsequently easy to do
multiple runs with tweaks to
variables or input settings.

Future pattern model

Number of land-cover
transitions

Display

Learning curve

Efficiency of use
Dinámica is not very efficient,
with lots of steps, in addition
to being very difficult to learn.

Very high: requires comfort
with modelling environments,
albeit with an interface.
Seems harder to learn, with
more steps, than LCM.

Interface looks a lot like
ArcGIS ModelBuilder; it also
includes a Map Viewer.

Multiple, but does best with
only one transition
(Perez-Vega et al., 2012;
Mas et al., 2007)

Cellular automata. Tool
allows user to customize
future patterns using the
expander and patcher.
Expander expands or
contracts existing patches,
while the patcher forms new
patches.

GEOMOD is quite efficient,
as it is easy to learn and
does not have a large
number of data inputs. It is
easy to run and re-run.

Easy to moderate: Easier to
learn and implement than
LCM module. But, it requires
the user to learn at least
three software programmes
(MaxENT, Zonation, GIS) to
produce a map of
deforestation risk and one
additional to create a map of
carbon (e.g. InVEST), each
of which takes time if the
user does not have prior
experience.

Can display maps and charts
within IDRISI

One only

Linear extrapolation can be
used (Kim 2010); seeks to
change areas at edge of
previously changed areas.

Moderately efficient to use,
though it depends on the
user’s prior familiarity with
the software. Efficiency
decreases when bringing
MaxENT output into
Zonation.

Moderate to high: for
someone that has never
used MaxENT or Zonation
before, but relatively easy for
someone familiar with
MaxENT in mapping species
distributions.

HTML file provides quick
view of result, but need GIS
for post-hoc display and
analysis.

Works best with one
transition type. Multiple
transitions could presumably
be addressed, though user
would need to define which
transition is most likely where
multiple transition
probabilities exist for a given
pixel.

Maximum entropy/logistic
output

CLUE is not very efficient. It
appears to have a high
learning curve, and data
input requirements. It also
requires use of three
packages: CLUE, GIS, and a
separate statistical package.
It also requires expert
ranking of some inputs.

High

Need GIS software to display

Unlimited

Pixels with the higher
probability of changes
(depending on suitability and
facility of conversion of the
initial category) are selected
by an iterative threshold
procedure up to the amount
of change expected.

InVEST is moderately
efficient. It requires
stakeholder engagement,
raster and tabular data
preparation, and potentially
scoping analysis to produce
rankings. But, stakeholder
engagement may lead to
better policy outcomes.

Moderate

ArcGIS (which it runs in) or
other GIS programme

Unlimited; but practically
speaking, <20 is
recommended.

User-defined combination of
suitability for change, land
cover-change priority, and
constraints
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Very good, particularly when
modelling multiple transitions
with MCP.

IDRISI has a Validate
module, which compares
a prediction to an actual
image. Also, Receiver
Operating Characteristic
(ROC).

Y: links deforestation
prediction to carbon
estimates per land cover
type. Additionality is
calculated by differencing a
business as usual scenario
with a REDD++ scenario.

Y: user provides shapefiles
for project area and potential
leakage area in addition
to expected statistics on
leakage rate and project
success rate. (GHG
emessions reductions =
C_baseline - C_actual
- C_leakage)

Y

N: though user can do this
by quantifying monetary
value manually or
incorporating outputs into
other assessment tools such
as LUWES from ICRAF and
Abacus SP (Dewi et al.,
2011; Harja et al., 2011).
LCM provides some
guidance for this.

For IDRISI SELVA, see:
http://www.clarklabs.org/buy/
IDRISI-Pricing.cfm and for
ArcGIS extensions, see:
www.clarklabs.org/buy/
Other-Products-Pricing.cfm.
Discounts may be available
for organizations and
low-income countries.

Validation options

Quantifies change in
carbon emissions
between scenarios, such
as additionality offered
by a REDD+ project

Considers leakage

Considers project
success

Allows valuation of
dollar amount saved as a
result of REDD+ project
implementation

Cost per license

Land Change Modeler

Model performance

Criteria to evaluate tools

Free

N

N

N

Y

Similarity map that compares
the location of change
between two maps using an
exponential decay function.

Very good, particularly when
modelling one transition type
and for its relatively
customizable spatial
patterning options.

Dinámica

Available as part of IDRISI
SELVA. See: www.clarklabs.
org/buy/IDRISI-Pricing.cfm.
Organization, academic, and
developing country discounts
may be available.

N

N

N

N: but could probably enter
product into LCM or the
InVEST Carbon Module, or
calculate using GIS.

CROSSTAB, VALIDATE,
ROC in IDRISI

Basic

GEOMOD

Free, as long as GIS
software is available or free
software is used (ie, Q-GIS)

Y: after linking with a carbon
map and carbon values, but
outside the basic
methodology.

It could be implemented but
is not a default in the
methodology.

Y: By assessing how
successful implementation of
REDD+ is in a given area
would reallocate deforestation risk under this new
scenario and at a similar
deforestation rate.

N: only through linking with
carbon map or carbon values
per land-cover type, using
another software
programme.

Area under curve (AUC),
ROC, and comparison with a
historical map (if available).

Very good (AguilarAmuchastegui et al., in prep)

MaxENT and Zonation

Tools for modelling deforestation and land use change risk

Free

N

N

N

N

Recommends using ROC
in statistical package (no
validation options embedded
in CLUE software).

Basic, with one algorithm
that is not customizable.

CLUE

InVEST is free. But it
needsArcGIS + Spatial
Analyst to run currently.
Plans are to make it
available to work outside
of ESRI software.

N: but recommended to use
in tandem with InVEST
Carbon Module

N

N

N: but recommended to use
in tandem with InVEST
carbon module

Not built in, could do
so manually through
comparison with landcover map.

Unknown accuracy for
simulating future land-cover
patterns.

InVEST Scenario
Generator

Assessing Risks to Forest Cover and Carbon Stocks

This and GEOMOD are the
only tools that cost money,
among those reviewed.
However, the fact that one
can complete multiple stages
of an analysis using only one
tool can optimize efficiency
once a user is up-to-speed.
This may make the tool
worth the cost over the
course of the project, and
lead to a better product
overall.

This is a good tool, though a
bit tough to learn. Once a
user is up-to-speed it is quite
comprehensive at guiding
analyst through a proper
REDD+ analysis.

LCM is fairly efficient, once
a user is up to speed and the
project is set up. It is rather
complex, so start up time
is high. However, it is
subsequently easy to do
multiple runs with tweaks to
variables or input settings.

Rather difficult to learn, but it
leaves little to be omitted.
MLP option doesn’t provide
information on importance of
different variables (though
SimWeight does).

Utility/cost ratio

Notes

Key strengths

Key shortcomings
Very difficult to learn, and the
cost of learning may
outweigh the benefit of the
software being free. The
team does not provide user
support to “the application of
deforestation modelling to fix
REDD+ baselines for
crediting purpose.” Model is
not easily comprehensible to
non-experts.

Dinámica is not very efficient,
with lots of steps, in addition
to being very difficult to learn.

This tool is useful for
advanced researchers
interested in being able to
customize spatial patterns of
change, and who want a free
tool useful for a variety of
applications.

Moderate utility/cost ratio, as
though the tool is free, it is
not particularly efficient.

Only models 1 transition type
- such as forest to non-forest;
user needs to enter the
estimated amount of change.
Spatial model is not
particularly sophisticated
compared with some others.

GEOMOD is quite efficient,
as it is easy to learn and
does not have a large
number of data inputs. It is
easy to run and re-run.

Decision rules: 1) one-way
change, non-developed to
developed; or developed to
non-developed; 2) can have
multiple stratum, or regions
of the landscape, where
different amounts of change
are expected; 3) neighbourhood change (optional)
- change will only happen
within a neighbourhood of
existing development; 4)
requires suitability map or
drivers, and points change
to areas of highest suitability.

Like LCM, GEOMOD costs
money. However, since it
is packaged with LCM and
GIS and remote sensing
software, these may make
the tool worth the cost over
the course of the project,
and lead to a better product
overall.

Success depends on
expertise and understanding
by user of two tools, data
preparation for two tools and
GIS. Understanding the
“inverse logic” under which
both tools’ use is being
proposed has proven to be a
limitation for
conservationists.

Moderately efficient to use,
though it depends on the
user’s prior familiarity with
the software. Efficiency
decreases when bringing
MaxENT output into
Zonation.

Free and high utility/cost
ration.

High learning curve, requires
three unrelated software
programmes (GIS, CLUE,
statistics), and user-defined
tabular inputs that may be
seen as subjective.

CLUE is not very efficient.
It appears to have a high
learning curve, and data
input requirements. It also
requires use of three
packages: CLUE, GIS, and
a separate statistical
package. It also requires
expert ranking of some
inputs.

A number of publications
have been produced using
the tool.

Free, but low utility/cost ratio
due to a high learning curve
and questionable adequacy
of results

May be seen as subjective
and based on opinions of
stakeholders. The accuracy
of the model is yet unknown.

InVEST is moderately
efficient. It requires
stakeholder engagement,
raster and tabular data
preparation, and potentially
scoping analysis to produce
rankings. But, stakeholder
engagement may lead to
better policy outcomes.

The Scenario Modeler
is in beta form and will
be released with InVEST
at a future date.

Moderate utility/cost ratio,
as it currently requires
ArcGIS to run. Preparing
and inputting data is not
trivial and multiple iterations
are necessary. However,
stakeholder involvement
may produce more lasting
recommendations.
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Performed better than
Dinámica for modelling
multiple transitions (Kim,
2010; Perez-Vega et al.,
2012), and GEOMOD for
modelling single transitions
(Kim, 2010). Intermediate to
Dinámica on the upper hand
and CLUE and GEOMOD on
the lower (Mas et al., 2007)
for sophistication of the
spatial model.

References that
compare tools
Most sophisticated spatial
model (Mas et al., 2007).

Users may find the tool
useful for modelling unique
patterns of deforestation that
aren’t well-represented by
other tools, and when there
is a strong interest in spatial
accuracy of future projection.
Users should have adequate
time to learn and run the tool.

Dinámica

http://cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/pages/93

Canadian Forest Service

Kull et al., 2011

Organizations

References

Operational Scale Carbon
Budget Model of the Canadian
Forest Sector (CBM-CFS3) of
the National forest carbon
monitoring, accounting and
reporting system

Web location

Criteria to evaluate tools

Tallis et al., 2013

Stanford, WWF, TNC, University of
Minnesota

www.naturalcapitalproject.org/
download.html

None

One might consider using
this tool if they do not have a
budget to purchase a tool, if
they are already familiar with
MaxENT, and have relatively
good GIS skills. Users must
have a willingness to do
some portions of the analysis
on their own (carbon
estimation for example).

MaxENT and Zonation

Natural Resources and Ecology
Laboratory, CSU, 2013

Colorado State, with funding from
USAID, USDA and US EPA

www.nrel.colostate.edu/projects/
ALUsoftware

Agriculture and Land Use
Greenhouse Gas Inventory
(ALU)

Harris and Casarim 2010

USAID and Winrock International

www.afolucarbon.org

Carbon Benefits Project
Landscape Carbon MRV
System

None

Consider use if you are in
a data poor situation (e.g.
only one land-cover map
and not enough resources
to produce a time series,
clientele prefer a stakeholder
driven scenario map, or if
stakeholder involvement is
prioritized over statistical
rigor).

InVEST Scenario
Generator

GOES 2013

Michigan State University, WWF
and UNEP/GEF

http://cbp.carbon2markets.org/cbp

Not as spatially accurate as
Dinámica or LCM’s MCP
(Mas et al., 2007)

Use if only one land-cover
map is available if, there
is a need to simulate
vegetation succession
dynamics, expert scoring
approach is not a concern,
basic spatial accuracy is
considered ok, user has
time to learn how to use tool,
or in data poor situations.

CLUE

USAID AFOLU Carbon
Calculator

Tools for Estimating Carbon Stocks and Emissions

Good for rapid simulation.
Not suited for multiple
transitions, and spatial
accuracy not judged to be
as accurate as LCM MCP
(Kim, 2010).

One might prefer to use this
tool if he/she only has one
land-cover map, has IDRISI,
is interested in only one
transition type (such as
forest to non-forest), and has
a suitability for change map
or categorical driver data,
or willing to prepare.

GEOMOD

Tools for modelling deforestation and land use change risk

InVEST Carbon Module

Table 2: Tools for Estimating Carbon Stocks and Emissions

Users may find this useful
if they have funds for
purchasing software, little
previous experience with
BAU modelling under REDD+
or other tools, and need
to make sure that all
the relevant issues are
addressed. Users need
to have two to three
land-cover maps produced
in a comparable manner.

Land Change Modeler

Conditions to
consider use

Criteria to evaluate tools
Assessing Risks to Forest Cover and Carbon Stocks

User guide (Kull et al., 2011,
available at: http://cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/
publications)

Canada’s forest carbon reporting
system is called the national forest
carbon monitoring, accounting
and reporting system (NFCMARS).
Its purpose is to estimate forest
carbon stocks, changes in carbon
stocks and emissions of non-CO2
greenhouse gases in Canada’s
managed forests. NFCMARS is
designed to estimate past changes
in forest carbon stocks—i.e. from
1990 to the present (monitoring)—
and to predict, based on scenarios
of future disturbance rates and
management actions, changes in
carbon stocks in the next two to
three decades (projection). The
CBM CFS3 is a landscape-level
model of forest ecosystem carbon
dynamics that forest managers
and analysts can use to assess
the carbon stocks and changes in
carbon stocks in their operational
forest areas. Although developed
primarily to assess carbon
dynamics at the operational scale,
the model can also be used to
explore carbon dynamics for
smaller areas, down to the stand
level. The model can be used to
assess past changes in carbon
stocks using information on
management actions and natural
disturbances that have already
occurred or to evaluate future
changes that would result from
scenarios of management actions
and natural disturbances. The CBM
CFS3 accounts for carbon stocks
and stock changes in tree biomass
and dead organic matter (DOM)
pools (Fig. 1-1). Model outputs
on carbon stock changes are
reported yearly to UNFCCC.

Help materials

Description
InVEST is a tool for quantifying
ecosystem services. The InVEST
Carbon Module helps users
quantify the amount of carbon in
a landscape based on a land-cover
map, carbon values per land-cover
type (above-ground biomass,
below-ground biomass, soil and
dead organic matter) and value per
Mg carbon. The tool can also be
used to calculate the amount of
carbon sequestered or lost by
inputting a second land-cover map.
Land-cover scenario maps must be
prepared using a different tool,
such as the InVEST Scenario tool,
LCM, GEOMOD, etc.

Guidebook with tutorial (Tallis et al.,
2013, available at:
http://ncp-dev.stanford.
edu/~dataportal/invest-releases/
documentation/current_release)
The program can be used to
estimate emissions and removals
associated with biomass C stocks,
soil C stocks, soil nitrous oxide
emissions, rice methane emissions,
enteric methane emissions, manure
methane and nitrous oxide
emissions, as well as non-CO2
GHG emissions from biomass
burning. Methods are based on
guidelines provided by the
Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC). It is
a Tier I and Tier II model.

Training videos (available at: http://
www.nrel.colostate.edu/projects/
ALUsoftware/training_videos.html),
help menu and guide

This tool provides one-year
calculations of sequestration and
avoided emissions resulting from
REDD+ projects. Projects fall under
one of four categories: forest
protection, forest management,
agroforestry and forest restoration/
plantations. It is best used for quick
estimation of carbon emissions and
additionality between BAU and
REDD+ project scenarios.
Consistent use allows for project
tracking. It was designed for use on
USAID projects but can be used on
other projects as well.

User manual was available in past
(Harris and Casarim 2010). No help
materials currently online.

This is a web tool for calculating
carbon stocks in plots currently and
under future scenarios (including
REDD+ project scenarios). It has
Tier 1, 2 and 3 carbon estimation
options, includes a content
management system for project
information and generates reports.

Video demo and user guide
(GOES 2013, available at:
http://cbp.carbon2markets.org)
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CBM-CFS3, free, standalone

Stand or stand group-specific
information: volume-age curves,
harvest schedule, detailed forest
inventory, volume-to-biomass
conversion, disturbances, land-use
change (total area deforested/
afforested), litterfall and
decomposition. Detailed forest
inventory data has one record per
stand or stand group. Each record
must contain a series of classifiers
(e.g. stand identifier, administrative
unit, ecological region, ownership)
and a series of stand attributes
(e.g. area, age, species, forest
type, volume, last disturbance
type). Location is NOT an attribute.

Many

Tabular data, including txt, access
and excel; Remsoft Spatial
Planning System for Forestry
(available at: http://www.remsoft.
com/forestry.php)

Data input requirements

Number of data inputs
required

Data preparation
requirements

Operational Scale Carbon
Budget Model of the Canadian
Forest Sector (CBM-CFS3) of
the National forest carbon
monitoring, accounting and
reporting system

Software package

Criteria to evaluate tools

Raster data, preparation of tables

1 (or 2 if calculating change/
emissions) + 2 to 6 constants
(optional)

Land-cover map(s), carbon per
land-cover type (above-ground
biomass, below-ground biomass,
soil, dead organic matter),
harvested wood product parcels
(optional), value per Mg of carbon
(default values also available).
Alternately, the tool can run based
solely on a pre-made carbon map
to complete the valuation step only.

ArcGIS extension (third-party/
non-ESRI) or standalone

InVEST Carbon Module

Enter values. May require
preliminary analysis in GIS to
calculate areas under agricultural
land use for entry into the tool.

>=1

Amount of fertilizer or other
agricultural inputs, amount of
emissions per input type (or use
default from the IPCC)

Standalone for Microsoft

Agriculture and Land Use
Greenhouse Gas Inventory
(ALU)

User-defined, ranging from minimal
inputs to highly detailed. Custom
inputs require field data collection
and use of geospatial tools.

>=3

Required for all project types: project
area, management effectiveness,
administrative unit location; optional
for forest protection: deforestation
rate, illegal logging rate, fire
incidence rate, above-ground
carbon stocks, soil carbon stocks,
illegal timber extraction rate, annual
forest growth rate; only if applicable
for forest protection: annual area
for community, annual offtake rate
for community, peat swamp
percentage, average depth of peat
burned, average depth of peat
drained, peat bulk density; optional
for forest management: annual
harvest area, rotation length,
volume removed before activity,
volume removed after activity, wood
density, log length, number of logs
extracted per tree; optional for
forest restoration: tree species
planted, biomass accumulation rate,
root-to-shoot ratio; optional fields for
agroforestry: growth rate (low,
medium, high), stand density, site
quality, biomass accumulation rate

Web-based (for USAID projects) or
standalone for non-USAID

USAID AFOLU Carbon
Calculator

Tools for Estimating Carbon Stocks and Emissions

Can provide project, parcel and
sample plot location data in a few
different ways: drawing on the
Google Maps interface, placing
a point, entering coordinates,
uploading a CSV file of boundaries,
or uploading a shapefile (up to
300 features). Requires preparation
of formatted spreadsheets for
inventory data or manual entry.
One spreadsheet is required per
plot. Emissions scenarios rely

>=3

Project boundaries or location,
parcel boundaries, plot locations,
primary land-cover type, land-cover
map, allometric relationships, forest
inventory data (diameter at breast
height, root-to-shoot ratio, tree
height, canopy cover). Most data
input is tabular. Tool has default
allometric equations and emissions
factors but can be customized.

Web-based

Carbon Benefits Project
Landscape Carbon MRV
System

Assessing Risks to Forest Cover and Carbon Stocks

At the stand level, the model
simulates ecosystem carbon
dynamics such as growth, litterfall,
decomposition and the impacts of
management and disturbances.
At the landscape level, the model
selects and schedules stands for
management actions and natural
disturbances. Outputs are not
spatially explicit. The model was
created for Canadian forests, so
it may not be relevant to other
forests.

Poor for project location scoping
and moderate to high for accurate
carbon stock reporting and
monitoring. It guides estimation of
carbon stocks in a given stand or
management unit.

Y

Non-spatial

Very high

Low (high data requirements)

Non-spatial but seems relatively
rigorous. Depends on scenarios
developed using other means.

N

Data outputs produced

Relevance of outputs to
answer question

Future scenario model

Display

Learning curve

Efficiency of use

Model performance

Validation options

Validation options such as
uncertainty range are being
addressed in the next version.
Currently could use a manual
approach such as comparing carbon
values from GroundTruth or LIDAR
data to the carbon map and
calculating standard deviation.

Tier I

Moderate – Very efficient for what it
does (calculate carbon and value
from land cover), but you need to
model deforestation risk using a
different tool (e.g. LCM, InVEST
Scenario tool, etc.)

Low for those with already
intermediate GIS skills

ArcGIS or other raster viewer

Y/N – User needs to provide
current and future land-cover or
carbon map to calculate GHG
emissions/sequestration change
resulting from a particular scenario.

Moderate to high. Completes the
conversion of deforestation risk to
carbon at risk based on the output
of the deforestation risk tools.

Map of carbon density change,
map of value of carbon per ha,
biomass removed from harvested
area of a parcel

QA/QC by user and alternate
expert

Non-spatial

Efficient for calculating emissions
from agricultural land use

Easy

Reports

Y

Low to moderate

Amount of GHG emissions from
agricultural uses

N

Non-spatial but only a coarse
estimate

Very quick but provides only a
rough estimate

Very easy

Tabular report

Y- It considers four scenario types,
but scenarios are also
customizable.

Moderate

Carbon sequestered by REDD+
projects

N

Non-spatial

Data entry must be done manually
for scenarios. Once data is in the
system, it is well organized.

Moderate

Web

Y – Comparison of scenarios is
feasible in terms of carbon balance
estimates. It allows incorporation of
emissions reductions efficiency
estimates based on activity change
and efficiency rates.

High – It allows linking of plot data
with activity data and maps and can
work at multiple scales.

Estimation of carbon in a particular
plot, parcel or project; estimation
of carbon lost or saved from the
baseline as a result of REDD+
project or other future scenarios.
It creates a standardized report
in PDF format that can be used
for reporting.

on manual data entry for each
parcel. Plot area must be
calculated in GIS or obtained from
an outside source.
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Y – based on a number of
non-spatial inputs

N

N

Free

Low – It is free but very data- and
monitoring-intensive.

CBM-CFS3 is best for quantifying
carbon for establishing prices and
monitoring change after the REDD+
project has been established.

Produces good estimation of
carbon in a management unit, or
alternately, change in carbon over
time with the appropriate
land-cover change maps or
projections.

Considers project
success

Allows valuation of
dollar amount saved as a
result of REDD+ project
implementation

Cost per license

Utility/cost ratio

Notes

Key strengths

Operational Scale Carbon
Budget Model of the Canadian
Forest Sector (CBM-CFS3) of
the National forest carbon
monitoring, accounting and
reporting system

Quantifies change in
carbon emissions
between scenarios such
as additionality offered
by a REDD+ project

Criteria to evaluate tools

Simple to use. Can complement
other deforestation modelling tools
that do not calculate carbon or
economic value. Good for
landscape scale analysis to scope
and prioritize REDD+ project areas
and provide back-of-the-envelope
estimate of carbon value.

Use in complement with a
deforestation modelling tool.
Requires data preparation and
post-hoc analysis in GIS to
compute the value of a REDD+
project.

High – Program can be run for free
and performs a critical step for
REDD+ project scoping.

InVEST is free and now available to
run independently of a GIS
platform.

Y – with the input of two land-cover
of carbon maps

N

Y – if two land-cover change maps
are inputted, such as those
representing business-as-usual and
REDD+ scenarios

InVEST Carbon Module

Quantifies GHG emissions from
agriculture, so could be used to
look at emissions from agricultural
uses under BAU and REDD+
scenarios.

Can be used in conjunction with
land-use change risk to quantify the
amount of GHG emissions from
new agriculture and thus help
calculate additionality from a
REDD+ project.

Low – Free, but output is only one
part of what is necessary to
quantify carbon in a project area or
landscape.

Free

N/A

N/A

Y – from agricultural practices

Agriculture and Land Use
Greenhouse Gas Inventory
(ALU)

Very easy to get a back-of-the
envelope estimate of carbon in a
project area. Only three items of
information are required: project
area, location and management
effectiveness. This tool is perhaps
more useful for comparing
differences between scenarios than
producing an actual estimate of
carbon.

There are many optional fields.
Filling them out requires fieldwork
and GIS and remote sensing data
preparation.

Moderate – Free, but default
carbon values provide very
generalized carbon estimations.
Users can input their own carbon
estimates into tool, but this requires
work outside the tool.

Free

N

Y

Y

USAID AFOLU Carbon
Calculator

Tools for Estimating Carbon Stocks and Emissions

Probably one of the best reporting
interfaces available, once updates
are finished. Guides people with
minimal expertise through a Tier I,
Tier II or Tier III analysis, depending
on data availability. Adaptive to
different types of forest inventory
data (whether global, national or
local) and provides a number of

Includes quite a bit of guidance for
collecting forest inventory and soil
carbon data; involving communities
in data collection activities; trees
to plant in forest projects; project
data management. Discrepancy
between shape drawn with Google
and plot area, so user needs to
enter “reported area” to reduce
error. Has default carbon densities
incorporated for Tier I estimates.

Moderate

Free, web-based
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Very, very large amount of data
inputs and ground-gathered data.
Not relevant to deforestation risk
mapping except for the end step of
quantifying the amount of carbon.
Model may only be appropriate for
Canadian forests.

Use if there is a need to estimate
carbon stocks in an accurate
manner or to monitor stocks over
time at a site level. Also, it may
be more appropriate for use in
northern forests (as in Canada).

Key shortcomings

Conditions to consider
use
Users should consider this tool
if running a deforestation scenario
model that does not quantify
carbon or economic value. Also
consider when doing a scoping/
spatial prioritization analysis of
areas in a landscape that might
be good for a REDD+ project.
Carbon estimates made with
InVEST might be followed by
more detailed carbon inventories
in the REDD+ project area for
price-setting and monitoring.

Carbon estimations are Tier 1 and
rely on a simple relationship
between land-cover type and
carbon. Global land cover-carbon
relationships are default values,
though user could input those more
accurately at landscape scale.

Users who are interested in
GHG emissions from agricultural
land uses under BAU and REDD+
scenarios would find this tool
useful.

Rather limited application. Manual
not readily available online.

Use if you need a rough, quick
estimate of carbon in a project
area. Also consider use if you want
to compare differences between
scenarios easily or track changes
over time.

Default carbon values provide very
rough, perhaps misleading, carbon
estimates. But these can be
improved with user-defined values.
More customized inputs require
independent work outside the tool
using GIS, remote sensing and field
data collection techniques.

Users should consider if they are
interested in quantifying carbon in
plots and from land-use scenarios.
They can use if they have no GIS
expertise, lack a good land-cover
map in the region or need a
shareable project/data management
and reporting system. Can also be
used for educational purposes.

System is not yet maximally
efficient for incorporating spatial
and other data. The tool calculates
carbon per parcel and also runs
activities over an entire parcel. This
makes it necessary to delineate
parcels of similar carbon densities
with similar activities (i.e. land cover
x activity maps) with at least one
plot in each. In addition, each plot
requires a separate forest inventory
spreadsheet or manual data entry
to calculate carbon density. While
GIS expertise is not necessary,
areas must be entered (for plots
and land-use changes), requiring
use of GIS outside the interface.
Tool may produce a sense of false
precision if parcels and plots are
not systematically planned
together.

allometric equations for the user
to choose from. Default carbon
values are global, from the IPCC.
Web-based, and GIS expertise not
necessary (though it is necessary
to have plot area values on hand,
requiring a GIS calculation outside
the tool). A very good teaching tool
because it provides guidance and
structure for calculating carbon in
the landscape and emissions
scenarios but does not give the
user a carte blanche to produce
scenarios, without users educating
themselves in the process.

Discussion // Table 2: Tools for Estimating Carbon Stocks and Emissions
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definitions & criteria used
to evaluate tools
Web location URL where tool is found
on the web

Organizations Organizations that
designed the tool
References Key references for the
software

Help materials Types of references that
exist for users (manuals, guides, tutorials,
help menu, video demos, etc.)

Description Description of the tool
Software package Description of the
way the software is distributed

Data input requirements Type of data
required for inputs

Number of data inputs
required Quantity of data inputs. Usually,
there are both required and optional inputs.
The greater than or equal symbol (>=)
represents the minimum number of
required data inputs.

Data preparation requirements Type
of preparation that is required to ingest the
data into the tool
Data outputs produced Name and
description of data outputs

Relevance of outputs to answer
question Relevance of the outputs to:
1) finding areas of highest deforestation
risk, 2) finding areas of highest risk to
carbon, 3) calculating carbon saved from
REDD+ schemes over business-as-usual,
4) valuing carbon stocks and carbon
saved, and 5) calculating additionality
and leakage from REDD+ projects
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Correlative model of current relations
between LUCC and drivers Type of
model used to explain the relationship
between deforestation risk and local drivers

Considers leakage Indicates areas that
may be at additional risk of deforestation
as a result of a REDD+ project

Considers project success Estimates
Future pattern model Model used to
project future patterns of change

Number of land-cover transitions Examples include: one land-cover
transition: forest to non-forest; or multiple
land-cover transitions: lowland forest to
grassland, lowland forest to urban,
grassland to lowland forest, etc.

how much carbon might be saved over
business-as-usual, depending on the
success of the project

Allows valuation of dollar amount
saved as a result of REDD+ project
implementation Converts carbon stocks
and emissions between scenarios to dollar
values

Display Way in which result is displayed:

Cost per license How much the

by the software itself or by a separate GIS
program

software costs

Learning curve Time and difficulty

value for money

Utility/cost ratio Cost effectiveness,
for a user to learn to run the tool

Notes Any additional notes
Efficiency of use Relative amount of
time necessary to start a project, prepare
data, interpret outputs and run new
iterations once a model is set up.
Efficiency is related to learning curve,
number of software programs required,
number of data inputs, accessibility of
the output, etc.

Key strengths Key strengths of the tool,
compared with others
Key shortcomings Key shortcomings
of the tool, compared with others
Conditions to consider use Conditions
under which one might select this tool

Model performance Ability to replicate
future conditions and customizability of the
model

References that compare
tools References that explicitly compare
two tools that we evaluated

Validation options Built-in options for
model validation

Quantifies change in carbon emissions between scenarios such as
additionality offered by a REDD+
project Looks at two land-use scenarios
and assesses the difference in carbon
stocks between them
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